
 
 
2019 ICAHM Annual Meeting - ICAHM Mentoring Workshop on World Heritage Site Reviews 
 
6 December 2019, 09.00 – 12.45, Anaty Hotel, Arica, Chile 
 
Conveners: Grant Gilmore (ICHAM Expert Member), Mario Ferrada (ICOMOS Chile), Said 
Alsalmi (ICOMOS Oman) and Toshiyuki Kono (ICOMOS International) 
 
Hosted by experienced World Heritage Site Reviewers and Managers, in this workshop 
participants will learn OUV perspectives from a variety of regions and countries.  Participants will 
also learn how the perspectives of the Evaluation Unit is communicated to Reviewers and the 
countries sponsoring nomination dossiers.  The mechanics of the nomination process and the 
review process will outlined and discussed.  Finally, the workshop will provide an opportunity for 
participants to bring their own questions and concerns to small break-out groups monitored by 
experienced World Heritage Site review hosts.   
 
During the break-out sessions, participants will be treated to a series of exercises that can assist 
with developing appropriate questions for nominations sponsors and in participating in WHS 
review processes generally.  By the end of the workshop, participants will possess a deeper 
knowledge of the review process and the confidence to review nominated sites in a professional 
and clear manner.  In addition, participants who may be involved in the production of WHS 
nomination dossiers will have a clearer understanding of the mechanics of and perspectives of 
the ICOMOS Evaluation Unit and their support staff to increase the likelihood of success in 
nomination efforts. 
 
Timeline of the Workshop 
 
09.00 - 09.15 am: (Gilmore) Welcome and Overview of Workshop 
09.15 - 09.25 am: (Gilmore) OUV Perspectives from Caribbean Region 
09.25 - 09.35 am: (Kono) OUV Perspectives from Japan 
09.35 - 09.45 am: (Alsalmi) OUV Perspectives from Oman 
09.45 - 09.55 am: (Ferrada) Outstanding Universal Values Perspective from Chile 
09.55 - 10.05 am: Coffee Break 
10.05 - 10.45 am: (Gilmore and Kono) Mechanics of on-site Reviews (Management plans, 

boundaries, authenticity)  
10.45 - 11.05 am: (Team) Questions on Mechanics of Reviews 



11.05 - 11.15 am: Short Coffee Break 
11.15 - 11.25 am: Introduction to Break Out Sessions (10 groups of 6) 
11.25 am - 12.25 pm: Break Out Session Activities (Workshop Leaders facilitate) 
12.25 - 12.45 pm: Discussion of Break-out results and General Q & A 
 
 

 
 
 


